
KENTUCKY FRONTIER GAS, LLC   

CASE NO. 2021-00408 DATED NOV 29, 2021 

RESPONSE to Staff Data Request 1: 

 

Witness for all responses:  Steven Shute 

 1. Refer to Kentucky Frontier’s Farm Tap Gas Cost Adjustment Clause in its 

Tariff, Sheet No. 24, regarding the filing requirements for a change in a supplier’s 

wholesale gas rate. 

a. Provide a copy of the contract or wholesale supplier notification  

effecting the change in rate and a statement relative to the effective date of such proposed 

change. 

b. Provide a statement setting out gas sales for the most recent 12  

months. 

c. Provide a statement setting out the details of gas purchased for the  

most recent 12 months, showing billing from the supplier under the most recent rate and 

under the proposed supplier rate. 

 
Response:  
a. See #11.  Frontier farm taps are mainly off Kinzer and Nytis pipelines.  Frontier has no 

current gas supply contract with Kinzer-Quality-AOG, but their charge per mcf has 
remained stable for several years.  The Nytis gas cost is based on TCO Appalachian 

Index per the original agreement with Interstate in 2010.  The TCO index fluctuates daily 
and monthly, without any notice from the supplier.  Both of these gas costs are higher 
than the present base gas cost in the Frontier tariff. 

 
b. attached 

 
c. attached  



 

 

 

 

1 a. contracts 



Exhibit A

1) For gas delivered via a Gas Gatherer and/or Transmission Company (Gas

GTC):

Gas shall be sold by Seller and purchased by Buyer at 80% of Platt' s Inside FERC

Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation Appalachia Index ("Index Rate") ( or successor

index in event the named index is discontinued) at the first of the month calculated at

purchaser's Gas GTC delivery meter including transportation and fuel fees established by

the Gas GTC The Index Rate as published in $ per MMBTU ( or Dth) shall be

converted to $ per MCF by multiplying by a fraction the numerator of which is the

saturated (or wet basis) heating value of the gas in BTU per CF and the denominator of

which is 1,000

2) For gas delivered into the Alert pipeline system :

Gas shall be sold as set forth in Farm Tap Sale A1!reement, dated December 19, 2008

63.63% (7/11ths) of the of gross gas sales receipts from Alert's customers. KFG shall, as

soon as practical file with the Kentucky Public Service Commission for a rate change for

the Alert system. The proposed rate structure will include an Index Rate based on 100%

ofPlatt's Inside FERC Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation Appalachia Index

("Index Rate") ( or successor index in event the named index is discontinued) at the first

of the month plus an initial target of$4.00 per MCF for KFG's cost of service portion

The Index Rate as published in $ per MMBTU ( or Dth) shall be converted to $ per MCF



by multiplying by a fraction the numerator of which is the saturated ( or wet basis) heating

value of the gas in BTU per CF and the denominator of which is ,000. After the Alert

rate has reached the Index Rate plus the target cost of service, or three years from the date

of the Asset Sale Agreement. whichever occurs first, the sale and purchase of gas shall be

at the Index Rate as adjusted for saturated heating value, as set torth above.

3) For gas delivered into the Belfry pipeline system

Gas shall be sold and purchased at lOO~/o of Platt' s Inside FERC Columbia Gas

:"Index Rate") (or successor index in eventTransmission Corporation Appalachia Index

the named index is discontinued) at the first of the month plus $.10 per MCF calculated

The Index Rate as published in $ per MMBTU (or Dth) shall beat the delivery meter .

converted to $ per MCF by multiplying by a traction the numerator of which is the

saturated (wet basis) heating value of the gas in BTU per CF and the denominator of

which is ,000.





























EXPLORATION COMPANY 

12/26/2013 

Gas Purchase Agreement between Kentucky Frontier Gas, LLC (" Frontier"), purchaser, and Nytis 
Exploration, LLC ("Ny tis"), seller 

Nyt is and Frontier herewith agree to confirm extend and clari fy existing agreements between them: 

I) The agreement to purchase gas from Evan 104 , originally agreed with Auxier Road remains in 
force and unaltered 

2) Other agreements between the parties, originat ing with Interstate Natural Gas and related parties 
remain in force and unaltered 

3) The price paid to Ny tis under the Interstate agreements will remain, as negotiated, at 80 % of 
Columb ia Appalachia Index per dth 

4) Gas de livered into the DLR system and purchased by Frontier or related parties will be subject to 
Frontier's actual DLR system shrink up to a maximum of 10% 

5) Gas delivered into the DLR system and not purchased by Frontier or related parties, but 
redelivered into lines of3,d parties wi ll be subject to a fee of $0.50/mcf(being $0.25Imcf for 
gathering plus $0.25Imcf for compression). 

This agreement shall have a term of J year from the date above, and for so long thereafter as it is mutually 
acceptable to the signatory parties. 

~< /A < 

Richard~e1.~ 
Ny ti s Exploration , LLC 

Accepted: 

Kentucky Frontier Gas, LLC 

2480 Fortune Drive, Suite 300, Lexington, KY 40509 
PH 859-299-0771 FAX 859-299-0772 















































 

 

 

 

1 b. 



Supplier Mcf Rate Sales

Quality 12,375 $5.0400 $62,370

AOG 11,247 $7.5800 $85,252

KLC 8,192 $7.4200 $60,785

Nytis 3,958 $7.6000 $30,081

ING 693 $7.6000 $5,267

Slone Energy 790 $9.2600 $7,315

Tackett 259 $7.8000 $2,020

Sonny Hall 69 $7.5900 $524

Totals 37,583 $6.7481 $253,614

Kentucky Frontier Gas, LLC - Farm Taps

Gas Sales 12 months ended 10/31/21



 

 

 

 

1 c. 



Supplier Mcf Recent Rate Cost

Proposed 

Rate

Proposed 

Cost

Quality 12,375 $5.0400 $62,370 6.3186$   $78,193

AOG 11,248 $4.1200 $46,342 4.0730$   $45,813

KLC 8,192 $4.7300 $38,748 5.6186$   $46,028

Nytis 3,958 $4.2200 $16,703 4.6253$   $18,307

ING 692 $4.2200 $2,920 5.0911$   $3,523

Slone Energy 791 $5.2500 $4,153 5.6249$   $4,449

Tackett 260 $3.5000 $910 3.7608$   $978

Sonny Hall 69 $4.9300 $340 5.5440$   $383

Totals 37,585 $4.5892 $172,486 5.2594$   $197,673

Gas Purchases 12 months ended 10/31/21

Kentucky Frontier Gas, LLC - Farm Taps



 2. Provide the history of Kentucky Frontier’s provision of farm tap service  

beginning with its earliest provision of gas to customers served pursuant to KRS 278.485. 

 
 

Response:  
In December 2008, Frontier purchased and consolidated 3 tiny gas utilities (Belfry, EKU 

and Mike Little Gas) to start operations under the Frontier brand. 
 
As part of the transaction to purchase the assets of Belfry Gas from the Kinzer 

organization, Frontier also acquired the rights to serve farm taps on Kinzer pipelines. 
 

In May 2010, Frontier purchased utility assets (Cow Creek & Sigma) and farm tap rights 
from Interstate Gas.  These and the Kinzer FTs were consolidated in Case 2011-00513 
for uniform rates and operating tariffs.  Most of the Interstate system was sold to Nytis 

Exploration now Diversified. 
 

In December 2015, Frontier purchased the assets of Public Gas, with about 1600 
customers in Jackson, Campton and scattered small communities along the Jefferson 
Gas transmission pipeline system.  Some of these customers are technically Farm Taps 

directly off Jefferson (now East Kentucky Midstream), but were treated as utility 
customers by Public Gas and never had a separate tariff.  

 
Frontier has a few farm taps on small producer gathering lines in the Auxier, BTU and 
Sigma systems. 

  



 3. Provide either a listing of locations or a map showing where farm tap  

services are being provided by Kentucky Frontier, and the associated source and 

ownership of gas supply and transmission for each. The information provided should 

indicate the proximity to Kentucky Frontier’s regulated utility system. 

 

 
Response: 
Frontier does not have a map of farm taps, but is preparing one, which will be filed soon.  
Attached is a listing of all farm taps with latitude/longitude locations.    



 4. State whether any farm tap customers are supplied from wells in which  

Kentucky Frontier has ownership interest. If yes, provide detai ls. 

 
 
 

Response:    
No.  Frontier has no ownership interest in production assets or wells in Kentucky or 
elsewhere.



5. Describe the quality of gas supplied to farm tap customers. The response  

should include but not be limited to the following: whether any dehydration equipment is 

used, whether the gas is odorized, and whether compression equipment is used for the 

purpose of delivering gas to farm tap customers. 

 

 
Response:   
The gas supply for nearly all Frontier customers, utility or farm taps, comes from 

gathering systems or lightly-conditioned transmission pipelines. Gas quality is quite 
different from typical “city gas”.  Virtually all gas is dehydrated, but most sources have 

little or no gas liquid processing and much higher BTU content.  For nearly all 
customers, gas quality can vary slightly with changing wells and seasons and 
conditions, but is fairly stable over time to ensure that appliances stay tuned for their 

specific gas supply. 
 

Sour gas or H2S is a significant problem in shallow wells mostly in Magoffin County 
(BTU and Sigma systems), where Frontier must be diligent in holding producers to spec.  
Frontier has not found this issue on its farm taps. 

 
Frontier has no compressors. 

 
The locally produced gas has a natural heavy petroleum smell and will pass the “readily 
detectable” criteria in DOT §192.625 for Odorization.  To supplement this natural odor, 

Frontier operates gas odorizers in locations that feed most of its utility systems, 
particularly off the TC Energy P-20 line that has been lightly processed.  Jefferson EKM 

odorizes all gas off CGT.   
 
 

  



6. State whether the character of service to any farm tap customers has  

changed over time. The response should include but not be limited to the following: 

whether any previous farm tap customer lost service due to inadequate gas supply or for 

any other reason related to availability of gas or transmission service, whether Kentucky 

Frontier has contracted for gas to supply farm tap customers because of a loss of previous 

supply, and whether Kentucky Frontier has changed the designation of any customer from 

farm tap to regulated utility customer. 

 

Response: 
Frontier customers have seen little change to the character of service from previous 

operators. Under Case No. 2011-00443, Frontier installed Automated Meter Reading or 
AMR radio readers on all farm tap and utility meters.  Each FT customer pays $1.00 per 
month for the AMR program, as do all utility customers.  The AMR project also has 

updated virtually all customer meters with a testing & replacement program. 
 

In July 2021, more than 100 Frontier farm tap customers along Hurricane Creek near 
Pikeville were shut off without notice (including to Frontier).  The Kinzer gathering 
system feeding these customers was judged by the new Kinzer administrator to be leaky 

and unsafe, although this segment is much the same as many of their other lines (and 
the Belfry Gas system sold to Frontier in 2008).  After huge public outcry, Frontier 

helped to resolve the issue assistance with leak surveys and triage.  The Hurricane 
pipeline was eventually restored to service.  A similar abandonment plan for lines with 
15 customers along Robinson Creek was canceled. 

 
Kinzer had previously abandoned a gathering line in August 2019, near Elkhorn City off 

US 23 south of Pikeville.  Frontier had 7 farm taps off this line about 1 mile long, 
threading through a creek and roads.  Frontier evaluated the cost of replacement at 
$100,000 for $2500 annual revenue, and a new source of gas supply wasn’t readily 

available, so those customers lost service. 
 

Frontier has not converted a farm tap customer to a utility customer. One such request 
was made, where a FT customer on a foreign pipeline could be served from a Frontier 
utility system, but the producer paying the customer’s bills refused to pay any cost of the 

Frontier extension.   
  



 

7. Explain whether Kentucky Frontier believes its farm tap customers receive  

a relatively comparable level of gas supply and service as its regulated utility customers, 

and why. 

 

Response: 
Frontier farm tap customers receive a comparable level of gas service as utility 
customers. Frontier uses the same billing system and offers the same payment features 
such as Budget Billing and online-ACH-credit card payments.  Emergency response for 
leak calls is the same for all customers, with Frontier responding as quickly as possible, 
with 24/7 call center and on-call operators.  Response time varies with how far-flung the 
customer is from the nearest available technician, which isn’t necessarily different for 
farm taps or remote utility systems. 
 
Frontier responds to reports of leaks and line hits for all customers, and often discovers 
and reports leaks on non-Frontier pipelines, including the foreign pipelines that feed 
Frontier farm taps. 
 
The stability of gas supply is about the same for all Frontier customers.  As stated 
herein, some farm tap customers have been lost through abandonments by the foreign 
pipeline. Several pipelines and producers have changed hands, with (so far) no 
significant effect on Frontier gas deliveries.   
 
Gas supply is a significant concern in some areas, especially Magoffin County for BTU 
and Sigma systems where production is thin and there are no other pipelines but 
Jefferson Gas.  The gas supply on Jefferson Gas (now EKM) has grown less secure, 
now with virtually no local gas production and sketchy pipelines.  Jefferson dramatically 
escalated transport cost to subsidize pipeline improvements, which increased the gas 
cost to all Frontier utility customers by 40%.  Because Jefferson remains unregulated by 
the Commission, Frontier has no recourse to the high cost of gas or security of supply.    
 
All of these challenges are part of the enterprise of providing gas off remote pipelines in 
production areas.  Frontier treats the farm taps virtually the same as utility customers. 
With the next general rate proceeding, Frontier plans to combine all small volume 
customers into a single rate class. 
 
  



8. Provide the number of farm tap customers Kentucky Frontier has served  

annually for the last ten years and the number it is currently serving. 

 

Response: 
Farm taps served at December billing:  

 
2011  539 including Free FTs* 
2012  597 

2013  644 
2014  632 

2015  579 
2016  746 
2017  648 

2018  632 
2019  620 

2020  611 
2021  470 October billing*  
 

*Annual totals include aprx 180 Free FTs through 2020.  In July 2021, Frontier 
changed the Kinzer Free FTs to bill (and include in meter count) only those 

customers that go over the annual free gas allotment.  Only about 40 of these 
180 routinely go over, and 37 were included in October totals. 
 

In October 2021, Frontier billed 433 paying and 37 free farm taps.  In 2013-2021 the 
annual average meter count included 454 paying FTs. 
  



9. State whether Kentucky Frontier serves any “free gas” customers who  

receive gas in exchange for pipeline crossing their property. If so, state how many and 

where they are located. 

 

Response: 
Frontier serves about 180 farm taps that receive an annual allocation of Free Gas from 
the producer operating the supply pipeline. These are all attributed to Kinzer pipelines, 

mostly the Quality entities. Interstate and Nytis have free FTs but Frontier doesn’t 
service those. 

  



10. State whether Kentucky Frontier contracts for any gas to serve farm tap  

customers. If yes, explain why Kentucky Frontier considers those customers to be farm 

tap customers. 

 
 
 

Response: 

Frontier has no gas supply contracts for farm taps outside of the ongoing supply by the 
owner of the foreign pipeline.  

  



11. State who owns the lines from which Kentucky Frontier’s farm tap  

customers are served. 

 
 

Response:  
Frontier serves farm tap customers mostly off Kinzer pipelines (various entities), with 

about 20 taps off Interstate Gas and small local producers. Nytis Exploration (recently 
purchased by Diversified O&G) runs the supply lines for about 120 FTs acquired by 
Frontier in the 2010 Interstate transaction.   

  



12. Describe the transactions involved in the provision of farm tap gas supply  

and transmission service to the individual Kentucky Frontier’s delivery points. 

 

Response:   
Farm taps: see also #10.  Frontier is billed monthly by each producer for the gas volume 

supplied through the farm tap meters off their pipeline. 
 
Utility delivery points:  Frontier has 40 or more delivery points to small and large 

distribution systems.  These are supplied in order of volume by EKM or East Ky 
Midstream (formerly Jefferson Gas); TC Energy (formerly Columbia or TCO P-20); 

Kentucky West Virginia (formerly EQT now Diversified); Kinzer entities, Columbia of Ky 
and a few others. 
 

EKM (Jefferson) buys virtually all gas off Columbia Gulf Transmission, marks it up by 
about $6.50 per MCF and distributes and resells gas to Frontier in dozens of locations.  

For these 1600 customers (formerly Public Gas) there is no alternative physical supply 
source. 
 

TCE and KWV systems are supplied through a gas marketer including transportation 
service on the pipelines (at $0.50 to $0.90 over Index).  The marketer bills monthly. 

 
Columbia of Kentucky supplies 2 small systems and considers Frontier to be a 
commercial customer at retail rates, like a school or a restaurant. 

 
Several Frontier systems receive small volumes of gas from local producers like Kinzer 
entities, who bill Frontier directly without a marketer. 

  



 

13. Describe any differences in Kentucky Frontier’s actions in responding to an  

811 locate request for an underground facility considered to be a farm tap, and an 

underground facility operated by Kentucky Frontier that is not considered to be a farm tap. 

 
 
Response:   

Frontier doesn’t generally get 811 locate requests for farm taps. The 811 database has 
the location and alignment of the supply pipeline that is attributed to the pipeline 

operator, but not the specific location of any meters such as farm taps. 
  



14. Explain whether Kentucky Frontier separately accounts for farm tap  

revenues, expenses, and utility plant in a way that enables Kentucky Frontier to produce 

financial statements that exclude farm tap activities. 

 

Response: 

No, farm tap revenues and expenses are not separately accounted for on KFG financial 

statements. 
 

  



15. Explain whether Kentucky Frontier includes revenues or expenses from  

farm tap customers in its annual financial report filed with the Commission. 

 

Response: 

Yes, farm tap revenues and expenses are included on the PSC Annual Report. 
  



16. Explain whether Kentucky Frontier includes farm tap revenues in the gross  

revenue report filed with the Commission. If so, explain whether Kentucky Frontier’s PSC 

assessment fees include farm tap revenues. 

 

Response:   
Yes, farm tap revenues are reported on the Gross Revenues report for the annual PSC 
Assessment. 

 


